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When it comes to collegiate men’s volleyball, the sport

Of course, there are certain exceptions in cases where

and landscape has drastically changed in the past few

there

decades. As one of the fastest growing team sports in

phenomenal

the

play

Wickens, OH at Pepperdine, or Colton Cowell - Hawaii,

other

etc.) but on average, build matters to many coaches at

smaller

this level. Often times Liberos will certainly be in the

NCAA

there

competitively.
collegiate

are

It’s

so

true

sports,

many

that

men’s

opportunities

relative

to

volleyball

to

many

has

a

offering in the NCAA and NAIA than many other male

is

a

6’0”

and

point

under

scorer

player

(shout

who
out

will

to

be

a

Spencer

5’9” to 6’2” range.

sports. Many of you in your Junior and Senior year of
high school who are looking to take your talents to the
collegiate

level

have

plenty

of

options

to

continue

competing. We want to give you a clear picture of
what you can expect in the several different levels of a
college

volleyball

experience.

In

this

article

we

breakdown the experiences of playing at each level,
including

competition

Level

and

performance

expectations, time commitment at a given level as a
student-athlete (S-A), academic resources provided as
a

S-A,

staff

and

program

resources,

and

travel

expectations.

NCAA Division I
The top of the top in United States collegiate men’s
volleyball, NCAA Division I is where the premier players
at the JO Club level seek to play collegiately. A large
majority, if not all in the recent decade, of the athletes
that make up the USA Men’s National team hail from
the perennially ranked AVCA Top-15 programs at the
Division I level.

Tactically, the game at this level is drastically faster
than what you may see in the typical JO club level.
It is expected of you at this level to treat volleyball as a
very close second to your academics. You will be asked
to compete at an elite level everyday in the practice
gym,

which

involves

observing

good

nutrition

and

recovery habits, and contributing daily to your ability to
be a high performing athlete.

Time Commitment:
Training is very close to being
a year-round thing at this level. Most
Fall seasons start in Earl to Mid-September and last all
the way through to Thanksgiving Break. The preseason
at the Division I level will begin around Christmas time,
with Conference Championships wrapping up at the
end of April and the NCAA Championship being the
first week of May.

Academic Experience:
Academically, every institution is

Competition Level/ Performance Expectations:

different as it pertains to admission

First things first, let talk about physicality. Athletes at

standards,

the NCAA Division I level are best described as what

etc. A typical NCAA Division I institution will typically

the kids like to say now-a-days as “built different”.

have an assigned Athletic Academic Advisor to their

Here are some of the physical attributes you would

team who will help guide and assist each S-A from the

typically see at some of the top programs in Division I.

start of their freshmen year.

academic

expectations,

major

offerings,

Across the front row, athletes range from the low
end of 6’4” to 6’10” and taller in rare cases
Vertical touches can typically be seen in the range
of 11’2” to 11’10” or up.

Jump serve speeds will be in the range of 63 mph
to 72 mph and up

This Advisor will likely be meeting with each athlete at
least

a

few

times

a

year

to

help

schedule

classes,

provide advice for changing majors, and address any
eligibility issues that may arise.
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Travel:

You

Most NCAA Division I programs will

suited for the NCAA Division I level does not mean all

travel nationally outside of their

hope is lost to play in college. In fact, there are quite a

conference. With only 24 Division I

lot

programs, it is very common for west coast and east

despite not being a Division I guy.

get

of

the

picture.

opportunities

Just

to

because

play

very

you

may

high-level

not

be

volleyball

coast programs to square off each year and intermix.
A con to Division I volleyball is that many matches

NCAA Division II

require 5+ hour bus rides or plane flights to compete,

One

both in conference and out of conference for some

volleyball that differs from almost any other sport is that

programs. This is due to the low number of teams

Division

nationally, as well as the geographic spread of those

championship. There is an intermixing of Division I and II

programs.

teams

spending

Suffice
a

lot

to

of

say,

your

at

time

this

level

traveling

you
and

will

be

playing

of

the

I

unique

and

within

aspects

II

share

almost

all

of

a

Men’s

collegiate

combined

conferences,

national

including

the

MPSF, MIVA, Conference Carolinas and EIVA. With that
said, playing at a program like Lewis, McKendree, or

volleyball in season.

Concordia Irvine requires the same level of skill and

Staff and Resources:

physicality as a Division I institution. These power DII

Many programs at the Division I level consist of a staff

programs are often ranked in the Top 15 nationally and

with a head coach, two full-time assistants, and likely

routinely go toe-to-toe with big DI schools. Let’s dive

a Director of Volleyball Operations or team manager.

into

The

Division

student

to

coach

ratio

is

one

in

which

the

athletes are receiving constant feedback, statistical
info and being evaluated constantly in the practice
gym.

Most

programs

at

this

level

also

have

the

budgets to provide athletes with frequent meals on
the road and even at home, supplements and snacks
in locker rooms, provide complete practice gear for
all the athletes, and even provide some academic

Other notes:

that

into

men’s volleyball where there are over 60,000 boys
playing, and only 24 Division I teams.

experience

of

and
the

athletes and scholarship structure.

Academic Experience:
It can be expected that while there are some quality
academic Division II institutions with Men’s Volleyball,
the academic resources may not be the same as what
you

will

find

at

the

assigned

through

athletics.

In

S-A’s

United States get to play sports
Extrapolating

academic

Division

Division

I

level

because

of

the

the

addition,

major
you

and

may

not

not

specific

have

the

to

same

that are great academic institutions that provide there

only 3% of high school athletes in the

level!

in

between

With that being said, there certainly are Div. II schools

is extremely selective. Statistically

any

mainly

differences

some of the larger Division I schools that sponsor MVB.

realize that Division I men’s volleyball

at

II,

the

breadth of majors at a Division II school as you would at

It is important for club athletes to

-

of

financial resources. Often Academic Advisors will be

resources for their athletes as well.

collegiately

some

with

academic
deciding

awesome
fit

should

hands

of

preparation
always

the

be

in

post

college.

The

the

capable

and

prospective

student-athlete.

Don’t take our word for it, do the research for yourself
and find the best fit for you!
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Scholarships:

NCAA Division III

Scholarship offerings is one of the

For the majority of prospects in high school that are

biggest differences in the men’s

reading this, you are most likely not 6’8”, or touch 11’6”+,

volleyball world between Division I and

etc.

II schools. At the Division I and II level,

measurements and being in the top 1% of guys in the

Regardless

of

not

having

those

freaky

allowable

nation, you may still be a standout player on your club

scholarships to give out to the student athletes on

team and still be a top-level athlete with aspirations of

their programs (some programs have less than 4.5

continuing

scholarships

Division III men’s volleyball may be one of the more

institutions

have

a

maximum

available).

‘equivalency

sport’,

scholarships

can

scholarships

Men’s

which
be

among

of

Volleyball

means

divided

members

4.5

that
up

on

is

an

those

4.5

into

the

your

volleyball

pursuit

in

college.

NCAA

suitable levels for most of you out there.

partial

team.

For

Competition Level/ Performance Expectations:

instance… player A can receive a 30% scholarship,

Physicality in NCAA Division III at its highest

while player B can receive a 50% scholarship… and so

tier is not a drastic step down from typical

on. The total can add up to no more than 4.5 full

Division I/II level of play. Think big serves,

scholarships each year.

fast offenses, powerful attacks, minus
the supernatural length and height above

Where Division II breaks the mold from Division I is that

the net as mentioned before. Here are

those equivalency scholarships can be stackable with

some of the physical attributes you would typically see

other merit based and financial aid awards. So while

at some of the top ranked programs in Division III.

player A may receive a 30% scholarship at a DI and
DII institution, they can also receive a Merit Award
that can be stacked onto the athletic scholarship.

Across the front row, athletes range from the low
end of 6’1” to 6’6” and taller in some cases
Vertical touches can typically be seen in the range

most Division I institutions do not allow for both.

of 10’6” to 11’2” or up.

Other Notes:

Jump serve speeds will be in the range of 55 mph
to 65 mph and up

As noted above, Division II programs
in Men’s Volleyball can be just as

Similar to Division I/II, the game is simply faster at this

competitive as Division I programs

level

nationally. With smaller institutions
the

experience

in

class

and

around

campus

is

certainly different from a major Division I institution,
which could lend to a better fit for certain athletes.
As a prospective student-athlete, it’s important that
you

make

your

choice

based

on

an

academic

institution. This is a 4-year investment, so make it a
that

prospect!

fits

who

you

are

as

a

most

prospects’

experiences

in

club

volleyball. While you won’t see players who are on their
way to the professional ranks touching unreal heights,
you will see high-flyers, great arms, and very physical
and competitive play.

fit,

social/geographical fit, as well as athletic fit in an

choice

than

comprehensive

Successful

players

at

this

level

have

typically

spent

three plus years in club volleyball competing in national
bid tournaments regularly and are standouts on their
club teams.
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Time Commitment:

Travel:

Division III men’s volleyball at a competitive program

The travel experience of a Division III

can

athlete will likely be much more limited

be

described

as

a

similarly

structured,

but

shortened Div. I/II season. Typically, Division III teams

than that of a DI/II men’s volleyball

will spend about 20 hours a week practicing, training

players. Because of the number of teams at the Division

and competing in season. The Division III Fall season

III level (120+ and growing!) teams often times do not

is abbreviated compared to Division I/II model, as

need to travel outside of a 3-4 hour range on most

teams get 15 days to train in the Fall semester. Once

weekends. The travel at this level is becoming more

in season starting in January, the season lasts through

regional each year due to the scale of teams adding

conference championships in the first/second week

the sport, but the top tier teams will especially make

of April, with the NCAA championship taking place in

trips to other regions to bolster national ranking and

the last week of April. S-A’s at this level often have

put themselves in position for At-Large Bids. Travel is

part-time

likely done on a charter bus in most programs, with

jobs,

internships,

and

other

social

meals paid for and academic support granted from

engagements throughout the school year.

professors for time missed in class.

As a Div. III athlete you are able to personalize your
collegiate experience a little bit more than a Div. I/II

Staff and Resources:

athlete would.

Many Division III programs will have a full-time head
coach

Academic Experience:

on

staff,

with

either

one

or

two

part

time

assistants, and/or a graduate assistant or manager. At
the highest tier of DIII, the coaching can be just as

Similar to Division II institutions,

impactful for the student-athletes. Do not be mistaken,

there are some excellent Division III
schools out there where you can pursue high level
competitive volleyball and an excellent degree. Many
people aren’t aware that schools like NYU, MIT, and
Vassar College are Division III institutions that offer
phenomenal, highly sought-after degrees and have
nationally ranked men’s volleyball programs as well.

there are high level coaches at every level of the game
from 12U to Division I!

Other Notes:
It’s worth noting that Division III men’s
volleyball has the most depth of all NCAA
levels in terms of number of teams. With

While

Div.

III

institutions

do

not

have

the

athletic

advisor resources as some of the big DI schools, the
size of these institutions can be a major advantage.
When your class sizes are 15-20 students and you are
able to know your professors by name, it can offer an
empowering

and

rich

academic

experience

for

students. A common theme in this article as it relates
to academics - do your research and figure out your
best fit!

that said, the talent level is just as diverse; the
low end of the spectrum being quite far behind the
high

end

teams

of

across

tournament,
option

the

for

preseason

Division.

the

With

nation

Division

high

level

there

will

III

is

12

and

a

16

becoming

prospects.
be

conferences,

a

Many

crossover

team
very

NCAA

exciting

times,

matches

120+

in

the

between

Div. I/II and Div. III teams with the Div. III team coming
out on top in some instances.
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NAIA

Again, there are great coaches at this level, many of

One of the lesser known yet faster growing levels of

whom had there start in NCAA DI as a coach and/or

collegiate volleyball in the country, NAIA is . The NAIA

player.

can be most closely associated to high level NCAA
DIII in terms of time commitment, and expectations

Travel:

from the athletes. The NAIA probably provides one of

Because of the rapidly growing nature of the league,

the greatest ranges of talent and ability levels of all

Travel in the NAIA can be fairly similar to NCAA DIII. In

collegiate leagues, because of the relatively young

conference

age of many of the teams in the league. Let’s talk

hour

through some of the major differences that the NAIA

more

has to offer from some of the NCAA levels.

including many programs on the west coast and in the

NAIA at its highest tier is on par with the lower half of
Division I/II, to the highest to of Division III in terms of
play level. The physical attributes of the athletes that
you’ll find at this level is quite in interesting blend of
NCAA

divisions.

Similar

to

all

NCAA

level,

range.

can

There

travel

are

be

expected

certainly

requirements

around

programs

due

to

the

that

their

4-5
have

location,

midwestern states.

Competition Level/ Performance Expectations:

the

travel

the

Other Notes:
Once again, do your homework and be in tune with
what

you

are

athlete,

not

socially

as

looking

only
well.

for

as

athletically
NAIA

a

prospective

but

student-

academically

institutions

can

vary

and

in

size,

game is played faster at this level than high school in

academic rigor, etc. In the sport of Men’s Volleyball,

club volleyball. Successful players at this level have

the NAIA is in its infant stages with 2021 being the 2nd

typically spent 3+ years in club volleyball competing in

year of a sponsored national championship. Stay tuned

national bid tournaments regularly and are standouts

for this league to grow into a popular and widespread

on their club teams. You will also see quite a few

option

international prospects play in the NAIA.

decade.

Scholarships:
scholarships for men’s volleyball programs. Similar to
DII

level,

scholarships

can

be

stacked

with

academic scholarships, but it depends on the given
institution. The NAIA provides more freedom to each
individual

school

for

how

they

approach

utilizing

academic scholarships, GPA qualification for those
scholarships to take effect, etc.

men’s

provides

volleyball

players

in

the

next

NAIA programs to have a full-time head coach. Along
with the head coach, most programs have either one
assistant

coach

manager, statistician etc.

or

graduate

assistant,

some

great

options

that

make

playing at the next level worth the time commitment
and

dedication.

One

of

the

best

aspects

of

men’s

volleyball is due to the relatively small community, most
collegiate

coaches

are

accessible

through

camps,

clinics, or simply an sending an inquiry email to gather
information about their programs and what kind of fit
may

be

overarching

From a coaching staff standpoint, you can expect

time

volleyball

you

Staffing:

part

the

All in all as a rapidly growing sport, collegiate men’s

In the NAIA, institutions are able to provide up to 8 full

NCAA

for

as
and

an

athlete

ultimate

if

goal

you
of

are

unsure.

many

The

collegiate

coaches is a unifying understanding that we all need to
continue

pushing

the

growth

of

the

game,

and

encourage club and high school athletes to pursue a
collegiate career!
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If you have learned nothing else during this global

Here are my “nuggets”:

pandemic, hopefully you have come to realize that
communication is now more important and impactful

1.MAKE THE CALL: Get to know the people AND

than ever. When the 2019-2020 club season came

the program. As college coaching staffs often change,

to

it

a

screeching

halt

in

mid-March

of

2020

and

is

important

to

constantly

stay

on

top

of

WHO

is

convention centers turned into Covid-19 testing sites,

representing WHICH program. When helping your PSAs,

recruiting took a major turn. However, as much as I

there will be several factors in their college decision to

normally

this

include the culture of both the school and the volleyball

“pivot” played into one of my most favorite aspects

program. However, a staffing change could drastically

of coaching: building relationships.

change the vibe of a program. BEFORE you send a

love

the

grind

of

qualifier

season

mass mailing on behalf of one or several of your PSAs

One of the many driving forces behind my “why”
in coaching is the opportunity to connect with
people from all over the world who share a
passion for the sport of volleyball. As it pertains
to club personnel, I enjoy seeing the various ways

to a specific school make the effort to get to know at
least one staff member at that school, preferably the
RC. The more you know about that program and the
coach’s

philosophy,

the

more

credible

your

recommendations will be.

they educate their young athletes on both on-court
skills as well as with life skills most notably as they
guide

their

Though

I

PSAs

try

to

through
stay

the

away

recruiting
from

process.

deeming

any

particular club, club coach or recruiting coordinator
a “favorite”, there are certainly several “go-tos” in
the business because they do such a phenomenal
job with preparing their athletes, step-by-step, on
coaches

2. DO YOUR HOMEWORK: Educate yourself so you can

throughout their entire recruiting process. Likewise, I

properly educate your PSAs. Know the various governing

can

bodies

how

to

communicate

trust

that

through

with

the

college

relationship

we

have

(NCAA,

NAIA,

NJCAA),

levels,

rules,

timelines,

previously built the information I am receiving from

etc. Visit campuses when you can. Did you know that

the

of

NOT every D1 program has 12 full athletic scholarships?

personal

Did you know that the top D2 and D3 programs can

club

honesty

coach/RC
and

is

integrity

coming

without

from

their

a

own

place

agenda or ego in the way.

beat some D1 programs? Having coached at one of
those D1 universities that did not have a single athletic

Regardless

of

whether

their

athlete

ends

up

scholarship

AND

wasn’t

in

the

Ivy

League,

it

always

committing to my university, I know the PSA will have

amazed me how many club RC’s had no idea that such

been

schools existed. Whether it’s using the incorrect mascot,

prepared

in

a

way

that

allows

all

parties

involved to take all communication at face value.

addressing

Therefore, when Patty Costlow asked me to write

demonstrating little to no knowledge of the level of

some

such

play, it is relatively easy to discern those PSAs who have

relationships, I was happy to share my experiences

been poorly educated (or not educated at all!) through

and

their club organization. Don’t let that be one of your

tips

for

club

relationships

personnel

that

span

on

over

building

twenty

years

of

coaching, thirteen as a D1 head or associate head
coach.

the

wrong

coach’s

name

in

an

email,

or

athletes!!!
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3.QUALITY & QUANTITY ARE NOT MUTUALLY
EXCLUSIVE: Frequency of contact between club

4.BE A CONDUIT, NOT AN AGENT:

and college personnel does not guarantee a strong

more the exception than the rule, I have come across

relationship between the two, but a total lack of

my share of RCs and club coaches over the years who I

connection

your

could tell were making a PSA’s recruiting process more

PSAs. Whether there is a scholarship on the line or

of a reflection of their own self-worth and status than

not, we treat every offered position on our team as if

what was in the PSA’s best interest. The best ones,

our job is on the line. Because it is! Therefore, be

however, strike a healthy balance between candor and

proactive

with

altruism. Whether at a club tournament (whenever we’re

thorough information about a particular PSA, or be

allowed to attend those again), simply sending a text,

diligent with getting them the info requested, rules

or scheduling a virtual call, don’t hesitate to reach out

permitting.

to college coaches to learn, not just what positions they

ensures

in

missed

providing

opportunities

college

for

coaches

Especially for DI programs in the time

With great power,

comes great responsibility, right? Though this has been

prior to June 15th following a PSA’s Sophomore year,

have

you are such a viable line of communication in their

recruit.

recruiting process. Following June 15, however, you

“challenging, strong-willed personality”, another coach

remain a valuable part of the process. I have greatly

may

appreciated the feedback I’ve received from various

athletes

club personnel on how differently their athletes dealt

college

with the pandemic.

them.

Some

of

these

The
while

coach

point

is

coach

that

building
when

are

you

you

that
seek

looking

may

will

best

learn

in

embrace

relationship
to

for

serve
with

more

a
a

your
the

about

visit every college campus or call a coach at every

other dialogue has opened us to PSAs either not

institution in the US, I challenge each and every one of

previously on our radar, or those “diamonds” who

you

matured

tremendous demonstration of servant leadership to your

and

thrived

of

under

certain

the

PSAs

adversity.

individuals quickly moved up our list!

us

not.

one

they

while

recruitment

caused

Whereas

what

Though I am not delusional to expect every club RC to

our

have

but

to

reconsider

conversations

available,

Those

to

continue

expanding

your

database.

It

is

a

athletes, while ultimately helping them find the best fit

😊

for THEM, not you

BIO: Jenny

joined the UCF coaching staff in January of 2016. In her role as the associate head coach, she serves as the recruiting

coordinator, prepares the offensive game plan and works with the setters.

Maurer joined the Knights after spending five seasons as the head volleyball coach at Bradley University (Ill.) and bringing a
combined nine years of collegiate head coaching experience to UCF. Prior to her stint in Peoria, she served as the head coach at
Lehigh University. During her four years with the Mountain Hawks, Maurer improved her squad's record each season and coached
Lehigh into the four-team Patriot League Tournament for the first time since 2003 with a 7-7 conference record in 2009. She
improved her squad's RPI by 130 spots during her four-year tenure.

Maurer, a two-time NCAA All-America student-athlete at Washington University in St. Louis, has a proven track record of improving
the programs that she has worked with. Maurer and her husband, Todd, have two children: son Hudson and daughter Chaney.

JVRA:

Jenny is as an inaugural member of the DI Advisory Board and plays a key role in our education to clubs and coaches. She

serves with integrity, wisdom and evident passion for both the game and the athletes she coaches and recruits.
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SELF RELIANCE IN THE
RECRUITING PROCESS
'Tips for Club Personnel'

TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR RECRUITING PLAN

What is the best way for a volleyball prospect to get
themselves noticed by a college coach?

MATT DARLING

This is a good question even in “normal” times; but, during
the COVID-19 pandemic, it is particularly important for
would-be prospects to have a plan for putting themselves in

HEAD COACH
GANNON UNIVERSITY
JVRA DII ADVISORY BOARD

a place where college coaches can see them play and
evaluate their talent. In this article, I will suggest that the
best way for prospects to get noticed is to be “self-reliant”
by putting yourself in charge of your recruiting plan.
The recruiting process can be difficult and daunting, and
many prospects might cringe at the idea that they should
further complicate it by putting themselves in charge of it;
but, for reasons that I will explain below, doing so has the
potential to expand your recruiting horizons and prove to
coaches—and to yourself—that playing at the next level is a

self-reliance;
reliant on one's
own powers
and resources
rather than
those of others

priority for you.

Know the Recruiting Landscape

JVRA DII Advisory Board Member

Since all good plans start with an assessment of the context in which they are being made, consider
some of the important elements of the current recruiting situation:
NCAA Division 1 remains in a “dead period,” which means that there can be no in-person visits,
evaluations or one-on-one time of any kind until at least mid-April 2021.
NCAA Divisions 2 and 3, the NAIA, and NJCAA schools are not currently restricted from
in-person visits or evaluations; but, due to state, local, and university guidelines, not every school in
these divisions is able to recruit in person or on campus.
Because they have been offered what amounts to an extra year of eligibility, many studentathletes will remain on their team’s roster for another year, which might reduce the number of
recruits a program will be pursuing in upcoming years.
Due to the continuing financial impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, many schools may want to
reduce the resources they dedicate to their off-campus recruiting efforts.
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Taking all of this into consideration, prospects might start to see the need to adopt a “self-reliant”
mindset when it comes to making a recruiting plan. The COVID-19 pandemic has changed the
landscape so that very few players will be discovered by coaches that attend club tournaments. It’s

Personnel'
not 'Tips
goingfor
to Club
be enough
for players to just show up at tournaments, play volleyball, and wait for the
recruiting notes to arrive. For all the reasons I have listed on page 1, college coaches might not be
at these tournaments, and players will therefore need to find coaches where they are spending
most of their times this year: in front of computers (in their offices or at home), trying to find ways
to fill their roster with high-school aged prospects.

During this COVID-19 pandemic, ambitious

players must develop a new strategy.

Make A Recruiting Plan
There are many ways to reach these college coaches including a very wide
range of recruiting services that will (for a fee) make attempts to contact
coaches on your behalf. Note: NCAA legislation prohibits DI coaches from
responding or discussing prospects with a recruiting service even after June
15 of their sophomore year.

self-reliance;

Since I’ve already introduced the idea of adopting a “self-reliant” mindset
for getting yourself noticed by coaches, let’s talk about some of the steps
you can take as you put yourself in charge of your recruiting:

1. Organize Your Materials Even before you start reaching out to coaches, you’ll need to have
some, if not all, of the following information:
A highlight video. Keep this simple, and don’t
worry too much about production value. If you
have a 3-5-minute video of yourself performing
in competition, you have what most coaches
want to see on the first viewing. If they want to
see more, they’ll ask for it. You can also offer (or
even provide) links to full-match video of your
play.

There is no need to edit full-match video. Just
make sure that you let coaches know your
uniform number (or t-shirt color) and position
in the video. Please choose a match where you
are involved often as a player.
For example: if you are a libero select a match
in which you do get served (this might be
difficult as a team often avoids the libero), or if
you are a middle hitter select a match in which
your team passes well enough for you to have
offensive attempts.

Player profile. Data about yourself as a player.
This data should include your grad year, your
position, your height, and your jump touch
and block touch (if you have that information).
JVRA DII Advisory Board Member
·
Information about yourself as a student. This
information should include your GPA, your
intended major (if any), and standardized test
scores (again, if you have them).
·
A club schedule. Even if they can’t come to
see you play right now, most coaches will
want to know where you’ll be playing in the
upcoming months. It is also helpful if you
indicate whether or not the tournament will
be live streaming. Finally, don’t forget to
identify your club team and your uniform
number.
Planning is the process of thinking about
the activities required to achieve a
desired goal. It is the first and foremost
activity to achieve desired results.
page 9
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2. Do the Research

4. Putting it all Together

Make a list of college programs that you feel

Once you have your video, your list of colleges,
and your plan for sending that first email, you’ll
begin the long process of back-and-forth
conversations with coaches.
Again, I would
encourage you to take responsibility for your
correspondence with coaches.
Most college
coaches want to hear from you, so avoid the
temptation
to
outsource
your
recruiting
correspondence to your parents or recruiting
services.

'Tips for Club Personnel'

would be a good fit for you.

This step isn’t easy, and it’s sometimes hard
to know where you’ll fit.

However, many clubs

will have resources that you can use to help you.
It’s okay to start with a wide range of schools at
different levels, as the response you get will
usually help you see where you’re likely to find
the best fit.
If you write to every DI program and don’t hear
from teams in the top 50 but receive responses
from several schools ranked in the top 100 of DI
and/or the top 25 in DII, then you can focus on
that range.
NOTE:

If your academic interests are specific,

you’ll want to take that into consideration while
putting together your college list. If you are set
on marine biology as a career, there is little
reason to contact volleyball coaches at schools
that don’t have this major.

3. Compose a Professional Email

Coaches want to get to know you and to find out
whether your goals (not your parents’ goals for
you) align with theirs. Also, please know that,
because most of the collegiate volleyball season
has been moved to the spring semester, college
coaches are going to be very busy this winter and
spring. If they don’t get back to you right away,
follow up with them; if they still don’t get back to
you, decide if it’s worth your continued efforts and
make your own decisions about whether or not to
keep them on your list.

self-reliance;

Again, be self-reliant
in this process.

Conclusion:
Finding Success In Difficult Times

Include the information listed previously and be sure
to visit their volleyball athletic and academic sitesJVRA DII Advisory Board Member
The COVID-19 pandemic has created a wide
before reaching out. Most coaches I know prefer
range of difficulties in the recruiting process.
professional
messages
that
are
somewhat
There is no point in denying it. However, one
personalized to their programs. In other words, they
of the unexpected benefits of approaching
don’t like it when messages seem mass-produced and
recruiting with self-reliance is that you will
that there isn’t any specific interest in their programs.
start to realize that, even in difficult times,
(I’ve sometimes raised an eyebrow when recruits have
you don’t need to be a victim of
addressed me by the wrong name because they
circumstance—indeed, you will see that you
forgot to change the name when they cut and pasted
retain the power to act on your own behalf.
the email they had sent to another coach.)
Will it work out for you to play for exactly the
If you’re genuinely interested in a program, explain
team that you think you want to join? Perhaps
why you’re interested; if you’re just starting the process
not; but, by being self-reliant in the
and are trying to find out where you fit, disclose that
recruiting process, you will demonstrate
fact in the email.
the qualities that coaches want to see in
their players. In so doing, you increase the
Professionalism and honesty from you in your email
likelihood that you’ll find a place to play at the
will elicit a professional and honest response from
next level. And, along the way, you’ll learn
most coaches, and that will help you get back from
something more about yourself and your
coaches the information you’ll need to navigate your
ability to be an agent—not a victim—when
way through the recruiting process.
circumstances are challenging.
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Navigating the DI Covid
Year of Eligibility
'One thing for certain, there is much uncertainty'

Explaining the DI Covid Year
The Division I Council on Monday March 30, 2020 “voted
to allow DI schools to provide spring-sport student-athletes
an additional season of competition and an extension of
their period of eligibility.” (ncaa.org)
This decision allowed all women's volleyball programs
to grant their players an extra year of eligibility.
On August 21, 2020, another vote was casted to “give
all fall sport student-athletes an additional year of
eligibility and an additional year to complete it through
a blanket waiver.” (espn.com)
What was the intent of the Rule?
The NCAA clarified “the move eliminates a cloud of
uncertainty for athletes in fall sports whose seasons
have been postponed or could be disrupted because of
the ongoing coronavirus pandemic.” (espn.com)
Reactions to the Rule
Across the country coaches were excited and fearful of
this extra year of eligibility.
There are certain athletes that it would be great to
have for an extra year.
There will be a backlog of scholarships a couple years
down the road when trying to recruit some of the top
talent in the junior and sophomore class.
How it affects the current players
Free year of eligibility
It is fantastic the NCAA did what they could to try and
look out for the best interest of the scholar-athletes.
Giving them a free year of eligibility, allows them to
have the choice to extend their playing career if they
choose to do so.
Extend their undergraduate degree or get a masters
It allows an opportunity to extend their academic
endeavors as well.
They can double major, add a minor, or even earn a
master's degree they may not have been planning for.
Transfer to another school for a one-hit-wonder year
It opens up the opportunity for scholar-athletes to go
and have an experience at another institution they
maybe otherwise would not have been too.

Jimmy Lundgren
Assistant Coach
University of San Diego
JVRA DI Advisory Board

Transfers are becoming more and more vital in the
recruiting process as coaches can utilize a player who
has college experience for a year to help develop a
younger player to take their place the following season.
How it affects recruiting
Scholarships which would have been available are
now not
You can see in the Sample Depth Chart (page 12) an
athlete who would have graduated in the Spring of
2022 is now taking the scholarship of an incoming
freshman for the class of 2022.
A transfer becomes more appealing as they are able to
have a proven track record playing at a higher level
As mentioned earlier, a one year transfer is appealing
to have someone come in and fill a spot for a year as a
short term fix for the non-traditional scholarship system
that is going to be in place for a couple of years.
Since colleges have been playing, it is a lot easier to
access film and see their statistics and how they
compare to their team and the conference they play in.
The metrics are easier to measure on a transfer than
on an incoming high school athlete. It eliminates some
risk since they are able to display their abilities more.
Since we cannot always get video on athletes playing
in club tournaments and the statistics that are sent to
college coaches aren't always accurate and are not
relative to the college game, it’s more of a risk for the
college program.
More 2/4 or 3/4 offers to honor the current players
A freshman coming in the class of 2022 may need to
accept a three year scholarship now.
Using our example earlier and looking at the
diagram on page 12 it is clear that incoming high
school athletes need to have some perspective
that a full 4 for 4 offer may not be available
The class of 2023 and 2024 both have a couple of
current players taking their freshman and/or their
sophomore year scholarship that would have been
available to them.
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Navigating the DI Covid
Year of Eligibility
'One thing for certain, there is much uncertainty'

Jimmy Lundgren
Assistant Coach
University of San Diego
JVRA DI Advisory Board

What you should the PSA do
Prioritize your college decision on the university as a whole, not exclusively to the volleyball program.
We have already seen that our sport can and will be shut down.
Be somewhere you love for all the other reasons of your college experience
Have a very healthy and honest conversation as a family about what you could afford financially if you
receive a partial offer.
Focus on your academics to earn an academic scholarship to save money
Be very upfront with the college coaching staff you are speaking with when the time comes about their
scholarship allotment.
Ask if they are allowed to honor the extra year for their current athletes
How do they plan on using their current players?
Have any of the current players already verbally committed to staying?
Are any saying they are not going to take their extra year?
Be aware recruiting is a constant moving piece of the program. Just because a current player says they are
staying to play their fifth year today in the Spring of 2021, does not mean their goals and desires are going to
change when they get to their senior year.
When that time comes for them, they can make the choice of leaving and then a scholarship will be available.
Bibliography
ncaa.org. “DI Council extends eligibility for winter sport student-athletes.” https://www.ncaa.org/about/resources/media-center/news/di-councilextends-eligibility-winter-sport-student-athletes
ncaa.org. “Division I Council extends eligibility for student-athletes impacted by COVID-19.” https://www.ncaa.org/about/resources/mediacenter/news/division-i-council-extends-eligibility-student-athletes-impacted-covid-19
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Salomon Gicherman, Executive Board Member
Experience is the teacher of all things

SALOMON'S MISSION
Since my early stages, I always looked for ways to give back to my
community

and

give

back

to

others.

Through

various

roles

and

organizations in all aspects of my life, my goal is to be involved in order
to

make

an

campaigns,

impact.

social

From

groups

on

non-profit
campus,

organizations,

to

to

youth-oriented

political

community

development, I continued on my mission to do good for others and make
an impact in the areas of my life that I have been most passionate
about.

SALOMON GICHERMAN
JVRA EXECUTIVE BOARD

Since arriving in Columbus Ohio to pursue my law degree, I immediately
found and cultivated my volleyball community. A sport that gave me so
much as an athlete and continues to give me as a coach, boys club
director, and recruiting coordinator at A2. When I learned about the

We are excited to welcome

great work of the JVRA, which empowers clubs to educate their families

Salomon Gicherman to our

about the recruiting process and going back to the roots of love and

Executive Board!

passion of the game, I immediately wanted to get involved with the
organization.

Salomon brings many life
experiences from both inside
and outside of the sport to
enhance the vision and mission
of the JVRA!

Being

able

to

serve

Leadership Team

on

the

Executive

Board

and

be

part

of

the

that helps mold the vision for the future of volleyball

recruiting for both girls and boys seeking to play at the next level, has
been nothing short than surreal. Leading the JVRA’s efforts to propel the
volleyball community to come together like no other organization has

His passion, work ethic and

done, by empowering future collegiate athletes to take ownership of

forward thinking continues to

their recruiting process, and help pave the way for our future leaders,

elevate our resources and

continues to be an amazing experience that I am proud to be a part of.

collaboration throughout the
global volleyball community

Salomon Gicherman, Esq.
Advancement Academy Volleyball

Patty Costlow

Boys Club Director / Recruiting Director

Executive Director

FULL BIO HERE
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Focus on the WORK
EDITORIAL
EDITORIAL NOT the List!
"When it comes to "watch lists" or being selected to an "All-American Team", be careful what you sign up for. Paying
a service for an evaluation, or just entering the athlete's information does not catch the eye of college coaches. Hard
work, energy, coachability and being a great teammate do! Stick to the basics. These college coaches are smart with
their evaluations and do not lean on these lists to determine whether you are a fit within their program." Kevin
Hodge, WAVE VBC Recruiting Coordinator/JVRA Executive Board
This message is one all PSA's, their Families and Clubs need to hear and take to heart especially since we are entering
into a new trend of 'pay to attend' All-American camps and athletes being nominated by fee-based recruiting services
and personnel. Aside from conflict of interest issues as well as encouraging parents to pay upwards of $250 for a
tryout, the question to be asked is 'why'.
WHY amidst a year of financial uncertainty and struggle for the majority of youth sports clubs and families?
WHY as we are coming off a year of prospective student-athletes who have been quarantined from both school
and sports are entities seemingly reaching for parent's wallets, especially preying on athlete's vulnerability to be
recognized?
WHY is it being forgotten that the 'opportunity' to be on a collegiate roster is not something you 'pay' for, or earn
from being on a list, but is attained through the athlete's drive to succeed on and off the court through good, oldfashioned hard work, sweat and perseverance.
Don't misunderstand the message, we are not implying athletes should not be recognized for their efforts and there
are ethical organizations that value the process of recognizing the achievements of PSA's without financial gain.
Rather we are voicing our concerns regarding the methods and intent of those who are seeking to profit from these
nominations and lists.
It is our mission to support our Club Members, their PSA's and Families through education and collaboration as well
as promoting integrity in the process for all.
Supported by: JVRA Executive & Club Advisory Board & Club Members:
Patty Costlow-JVRA Executive Director/Munciana VBC

Salima Rockwell-JVRA Board President
Kara Pratt-JVRA Board VP/Houston Juniors VBC
Denise Corlett-JVRA Executive Board/Encore VBC
Kevin Hodge-JVRA Executive Board/WAVE VBC
Salomon Gicherman-JVRA Executive & Men's Board/A2 VBC

Joaquin Acosta-JVRA Executive Board/A4 VBC
Kayla Cole-JVRA Club Advisory Board/MN Select VBC
Jason Giecek-JVRA Club Advisory Board/Club Fusion
Jenny Hooker-JVRA Club Advisory Board/OMNI VBC
Trent Tcheng-JVRA Club Advisory Board/SG Elite/Brooklyn Elite
Dan Dierking-JVRA Club Advisory Board/TPV
Nadia Edwards-JVRA Club Advisory Board/Michio VBC

Anne Kordes-Club Director, KIVA VBC
Chris Hames-Club Director, K2 Volleyball Club
Amy Knowles-Recruiting Coordinator, Austin Juniors,
Joel Anderson-Club Director, Chicago Elite/Ultimate VBC
Tonya Boser-Recruiting Coordinator, Beach Elite VBC
Lindsay Rosenthal-Club Director, Roots VBC
Matt Carlson-Club Director, Club V
Carl Wheeler-Recruiting Coordinator, Rage VBC
Krissy Schmidt, Club Director-Hightide VBC
Tracy Ayres-Recruiting Coordinator, Panhandle Elite VBC
Colleen Houk-Recruiting Coordinator, M1 VBC
Deidre Dunbar-Club Director, New Wave VBC
Melissa Masterson-Club Director, Adversity VBC
Kate Wood/Laura Johnson - Club Director/RC, LAV
Amy Barmore-Club Director, Alpha Performance VBC

Jacob Thompson-JVRA HS Advisory Board/Austin Performance
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Collaboration, Growth & Gratitude
'Servant Leadership'

In 2020 we witnessed, participated in and promoted the
spirit of collaboration across all levels of our sport. It has
been a tough year on so many levels but the servant
leadership that arose was amazing.
From self-less club directors who reached across the
country to assist whenever needed to club staff, college
coaches, national team athletes and coaches, all bonding,
educating and strategizing over dozens of virtual webinars
with the goal of sustaining and encouraging athletes and
their families throughout the global volleyball community.
There were times of immense stress, late nights, long talks
with fellow staffers and loads of fear of what could come
next. Amidst the confusion and craziness of 2020, a
strength and commitment emerged, lifelong relationships
formed with a sense of purpose and energy. The 'will to
overcome' was and remains inside all of those that made
the decision to be 'servant leaders' and rise above the
struggle.
Many in our volleyball community were financially stressed
both personally and professionally and the community dug
in and gave sacrificially both of their time and finances.
New conversations emerged on topics we never dared to
discuss and a deeper understanding of who we are as a
community developed.
Personally, I experienced and am grateful for all of the
conversations that I had within our community. From those
that evoked deep pain to those that encouraged
perseverance to those that brought loads of laughter.
While there was much loss in 2020 there was also much
gained. The growth of our commitment to one another,
growth in our ability to overcome, growth in serving one
another, growth in recognizing how each day counts and
growth in how we matter to one another.
In addition, my role as the Executive Director would not be
possible without the support and encouragement of the
leadership of Munciana VBC. Mike Lingenfelter, Wes
Lyon, Phil Leswing and Tim Kuzma, their examples of
servant leadership and commitment to the volleyball
community as a whole is unsurpassed.

Patty Costlow
Executive Diretor/JVRA
Director of Recruiting,
Munciana VBC
JVRA Club Members - Thank you for your commitment,
collaboration and support!
A2 VB, A4 VB, Absolute VB, Adversity VB, Austin Juniors,
Austin Performance, Alpha Performance, Beach Elite,
Brooklyn Elite, Chicago Elite, Chicago Sand, Club Fusion,
Club 1, Club V, Encore, Hightide, Houston Juniors, KIVA, K2,
LAV, Lexington United, Michio VB, Mintonette, M1 VB, MN
Select, Munciana VB, New Wave, Omni, Panhandle Elite,
Piedmont VB, Prime VB, Rage VB, Red Rock VB, Roots VBC,
SG Elite, Serve City VB, 630 VB, TAV, Tennessee
Performance, Texas Tornados, Ultimate, WAVE VB
JVRA Club Advisory Board - Thank you for your
leadership and your commitment to putting the needs of
your athletes and families first!
Kayla Cole-MN Select, Denise Corlett-Encore VB, Dan
Dierking-TPV, Nadia Edwards-Michio, Jason Giecek-Club
Fusion, Salomon Gicherman-A2, Kevin Hodge-WAVE, Jenny
Hooker-OMNI VB, Colleen Houk-M1, Joe Jablonski/TAV, Amy
Knowles-Austin Juniors, Kara Pratt-Houston Juniors, Salima
Rockwell-Austin Juniors, Trent Tcheng-SG Elite, Kevin Owens,
Munciana VB Boys (Mens) Brian Sharkey-Badger Region
(Men's), Jacob Thomspon (High School)
JVRA College Coaches Advisory Boards - Thank you for
the countless hours of webinars, wisdom and dedication
to the athletes in our sport.
Jason Allen, Hudson Bates, Aaron Benning, Kevin Burch, Jim
Cartisser, Marisa Compton, Matt Darling, Alyssa D'Erricco,
Alex Dunphy, Laura Benzing-Kasey, Dan Friend, Travers
Green, Jay Hosack, Erin Higgins, David Hunt, Kristen Kelsay,
Emily Kohan, Jimmy Lundgren, Kyle Mars, Jenny Maurer, Kate
Morrell, Rashinda Reed, Mike Schall, Lorelee Smith, Charlie
Sullivan, Erik Sullivan, Krista Vansant, Chuck Waddington
JVRA Executive Board - Thank you is not enough. Your
wisdom, passion, integrity, selflessness and commitment
is beyond amazing!
Joaquin Acosta, Denise Corlett, John Dunning, Salomon
Gicherman, Kevin Hodge, Kara Pratt, Salima Rockwell
SPECIAL THANKS TO:
Lindsey Berg (The Cuore Project), Erin Virtrue (USAV), Karch
Kiraly (USAV), Chris Magnuson (CMM Productions), Karrie
Poppinga (Mindgrowth Lab), Art of Coaching, Badger Region
Volleyball, Heath Eslinger (A Better Way), Greg Magnuson,
DJ Ray Gooden, Triple Crown Sports, Sports Imports, Brian
Thornton (VolleyOn) Rachel Morris (VolleyOn), Patty Dodd,
Jake Gibb, USAV Women's & Men's Athletes and to the many
guests that joined us for our 2020 webinars.
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Education...Resources...Collaboration
Leadership and Vision
RESOURCES: CLUB PERSONNEL, HIGH SCHOOL & COLLEGE COACHES

LEADERSHIP

VISION.
To create a global network of
resources and to develop
professional relationships that will
clarify, improve, and advance the
collegiate recruiting process in the
sport of volleyball.

MISSION.
The Junior Volleyball Recruiting

Salima Rockwell

Patty Costlow

Kara Pratt

President

Executive Director

Vice President

Association is a global, non-profit
organization dedicated to offering
professional resources, educational
programming, building strategic
relationships and quality advisory
opportunities designed to inform,
equip, and empower club personnel
and coaches at the high-school and
college level to improve the recruiting
process for volleyball student-

John Dunning

Denise Corlett

Joaquin Acosta

Executive Board

Executive Board

Executive Board

athletes at all levels.

VALUES.
The Junior Volleyball Recruiting
Association holds as its core values
collaboration, integrity, education,
and excellence.

JVRA.ORG

Kevin Hodge

Salomon Gicherman

Executive Board

Executive Board

Want to know more about the Junior Volleyball Recruiting Association?
Contact: Patty Costlow, Executive Director > pcostlow@jvra.org

